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Electroconvection of pure nematic liquid crystals
without free charge carriers
Kuang-Wu Lee

*a and Thorsten Pöschelb

We consider electroconvection as a response of nematic liquid crystals to an external electric AC field,
in the absence of free charge carriers. Previous experimental and theoretical results emphasized charge
carriers as a necessary precondition of electroconvection because free-charges in the fluid can respond
to an external electric field. Therefore, ionized molecules are considered as responsible for the driving
of electroconvective flows. In experiments, finite conductivity is achieved by adding charge-carrying
dye molecules or in non-dyed liquid crystals by impurities of the samples. The phenomenon of
electroconvection is explained by the Carr–Helfrich theory, supported by numerical simulations. In the
present paper, we show that electroconvection may occur also in pure nematic liquid crystals. By means
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of particle-based numerical simulations we found that bound charges emerge by alignment of polarized
liquid crystal molecules in response to the external electric field. In our simulations we could reproduce
the characteristic features of electroconvection, such as director-flow patterns, the phase-transition in
the voltage-frequency diagram, and dislocation climb/glide motion, which are well known from
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experiments and hydrodynamic simulations under the assumption of free charge carriers.

1 Introduction
Electroconvection1 (EC) in nematic liquid crystals, discovered
in 1963 by Williams,2 is an interesting and important subject of
research due to its rich structure formation phenomenology
but also because of its importance for industrial applications.
Similar to Rayleigh-Bénard convection in viscous fluids, EC is a
dissipative structure3 emerging from a hydrodynamic instability
as a consequence of a competition between an external driving
force and internal dissipative dynamics. The scientific interests
in both EC and Rayleigh-Bénard convection are based on the
transitions between the homogeneous state and more complex
dynamical states including convection patterns.
From the point of view of industrial applications, instabilities
of AC-driven EC convection are of major importance because the
majority of liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are driven by an external
AC electric field. In DC electric fields, the molecular structure
of liquid crystals degrades rapidly, therefore, for practical
applications in LCDs, AC electric fields in the range 60–600 Hz
are used. In this frequency range a low driving voltage is
sufficient for the EC instability,4 impairing the optical properties
of LCDs due to topological defects. Since low driving voltage is
desirable for low consumption of electrical power there is a need
a
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for measures to enforce a stable operation mode, which is a
central focus of EC studies.
The driving mechanism of EC in liquid crystals modeled
by Carr5 and Helfrich6 was investigated by means of linear
perturbation theory7 to study the onset of the instability. Beyond
the initial onset of EC, weakly nonlinear theory considering
mean flow eﬀects8 was used to study the evolution from ordered
periodic to weakly turbulent patterns. As in many systems that
undergo phase transitions, the generation of EC rolls is due to
the thermal noise of the system.9 That is, at the onset of EC, the
external electric field feeds energy to the most unstable mode of
the system’s intrinsic thermal fluctuations, and eventually leads
to the growth of the instability.
In most experiments, EC is investigated for ionized or doped
LCs and it was claimed that at least a small concentration of
free charge carriers is a necessary precondition for the emergence
of EC10 since free-charges in the fluid can respond to the external
electric field. This is the basic idea of the Carr–Helfrich theory5,6
which explains the phenomenon of EC supported by weakly
nonlinear hydrodynamic simulations.10 Consequently, ionized
molecules are considered as responsible for the driving of
electroconvective flows. Based on ionic impurity, good overviews
of EC distinguishing between conventional conducting and
dielectric regimes can be found.11,12 In experiments, finite conductivity is achieved by adding charge-carrying dye molecules (or
in non-dyed liquid crystals by impurities of the samples), and
recently EC is also claimed to be observed in pure LCs.13 The
influence of free charges can, however, not be excluded in pure
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LCs since even a small concentration of charge carrying contaminants may be sufficient to stimulate EC.
By taking into account the above mentioned experimental
evidence, a justified conclusion from EC experiments should be
drawn as: the ionic dopant in nematic LCs can increase the
convection eﬀect and significantly lower the voltage threshold.
In the present paper, we investigate the response of pure LCs
to an external AC field by means of particle-based stochastic
rotation dynamics (SRD).14 Unlike experiments, in numerical
simulations we can truly exclude the influence of charge carrying
contamination. We will show that even in the absence of free
charge carriers, EC can be observed in nematic liquid crystals
subjected to an external AC field. In the simulations we find for
the charge-free case similar self-organized EC patterns to that
known for the conductive regime where the flow is driven by the
response of free charges to the external AC field. Based on the
simulation results we provide arguments, to explain the occurrence
of EC also in the absence of free charges.

2 System description and a physical
model
We consider negative nematic LCs contained in a flat cell as
shown in Fig. 1. An external AC electric field, Eext = Exex, is
applied in the x-direction. The planar anchoring of the plates,
for which it defines the preferential orientation for LC molecules when they stay close to the walls, is along the y direction.
In this configuration, the EC rolls are preferentially aligned in
the z direction.
The EC dynamics of the hydrodynamic system is described
using a modified Ericksen–Leslie model.15 The flow field, v, and
the field of the director of the LC molecules, d, are given by14,16
@~
v
rP
~ext
þ~
v  r~
v ¼ r  ðnr~
vÞ 
 lr  p þ p2 re E
@t
r

(1)

 
@ d~
xðtÞ:
þ~
v  rd~ d~ r~
v ¼ gEL r2 d~ gf~ d~ þ ~
@t

(2)

-

-

In eqn (1) p = rdTrd is the Ericksen–Leslie stress tensor.
The last term in (1) which was neglected in the earlier numerical
work, accounts for the action of the external electric field. The
charge density, re  r(^eEext), can be obtained from Poisson’s
equation, where the dielectric tensor, ^eij  epdi, j + eadidj, is a

Fig. 1 System setup. The dashed line shows the wall anchoring, the blue
bars are the nematic LCs. An AC electric field, Eext = Exex, is applied in the x
direction.
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material parameter relating to the vacuum dielectric via eij = e0K
where K  E0/E is the ratio of the electric fields in a vacuum and
in the material.
For the external field we assume the value in a vacuum,
Eext = E0. The nematic behavior of LC rotations is governed by
- the molecular field f (di), entering (2). It follows from the
Lebwohl–Lasher molecular potential assumed here17 and may
be expressed as a vector derivative of the molecular potential,14
- f (di)  dUi/ddi, with

2 X 
2
~ext 
(3)
d~i  d~j
Ui ¼ ^ea d~i  E
hi;ji

The molecular potential, Ui, of particle i for nematic behavior
is the sum of the pair potential of target particle i with its
neighbors, indicated by hi, ji, which is the second term on the
right-hand side of (2). The alignment mechanism to the external
field can be introduced in a similar way, so that the electric field
strength can be expressed as the first term on the right-hand
side of (2).
The charge density re can be a combination of free and
bound charges. The particle-based simulation method employed
here (LC-SRD) solves the Navier–Stokes equation, (1), but keeps
the LC feedback (the last two terms in (1)) to adjust the LC flows.
The charge we considered is only the bound charge, which is due
to the configuration of polarized LC molecules. The rotation of
LC directors is governed by the Langevin-type equation (2). The
particle based simulation approach has intrinsic thermal noise
breaking the symmetry which is necessary to trigger EC.

3 Stochastic rotation dynamics
The hydrodynamic Ericksen–Leslie model can be represented
using the particle-based stochastic rotation dynamics18 (SRD)
algorithm.
The validation of the liquid crystal model using SRD was
proposed by Lee et al.,14 for which the rheological properties
and dynamics of topological defects of LCs are studied with that
model. Nearly simultaneously a slightly diﬀerent but independently
developed model was proposed by Shendruk and Yeomans.19 We
modify the existing LC-SRD model for the study of the EC system
described by eqn (1) and (2).
3.1

Numerical algorithm

The collective behavior of SRD particles satisfies the NavierStokes equation. To consider SRD particles as LCs, the SRD
bulk flow velocity is further modified by the influences from
director configurations and external electric field, which are the
last two terms in (1). The nematohydrodynamic rotational
dynamics described in (2) is represented by the director rotation
of SRD particles.
The update of the particle directors di is governed by the
molecular field, shown in (3) and the shear flow felt by the particle.
Because the mesoscopic timescale is longer than the timescale for
reaching local equilibrium, equipartition theory indicates that the
thermal noise for particle rotational velocity ~
x(t) has the same
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distribution as of particle transnational motion. The particle-based
rotational rule for LC directors is
h

i
d~i ðn þ 1Þ ¼ d~i ðnÞ þ d~i ðnÞ  r~
v  gf d~i ðnÞ dt þ ~
xðtÞdt: (4)
This is an over-damped Langevin equation in the discrete
form, for which the potential well Ui is now a complicated
combination of the molecular pair potential, external electric
field and the flow gradient field.
3.2

Simulation parameters

Positive LCs (e8 4 e>) are polarized along the molecule longaxis, therefore they align parallel to the electric field. On the
other hand, negative LCs (e8 o e>) are polarized along the
short-axis, leading to perpendicular alignment. Our molecular
potential Ui shows this eﬀect. When a positive LC is considered
(ea = e8  e> 4 0) the potential minima appear when di8Eext,
and when a negative LC is considered, the minima appear when
di>Eext.
The simulations are prepared with the following parameters:
in the simulations, for the negative LC we assume e8 = 1 and
e> = 9 such that the corresponding dielectric anisotropy is
ea = 8. This value of dielectric anisotropy could express a
stronger driving eﬀect. When a weaker anisotropy is used, a
larger driving electric field should be applied to achieve the
same level of the EC eﬀect. The rotation angle for SRD collision
is aSRD = 1201. The SRD particles have mass mi = 1 and inertia
Ii = 27. This mass–inertial ratio represents an elongated molecule
shape for nematic liquid crystals. The average number of SRD
particle per cell is hNCii = 70 to avoid the unrealistic high thermal
noise level. The grid size ds = 1 and time step dt = 1 are used, while
the 3D simulation domain (x,y,z) = ([1 8],[1 45],[1 45]) represents a
thin slab geometry. To represent the liquid behavior in the SRD
algorithm, super-cell collision20 is used to keep finite compressibility
small. A spatially uniform AC electric field is applied in the
-

-

cross-plate direction Eext = Ex(t) = Ex0 cos(ot). The amplitude Ex0
and modulating frequency f = o/2p are the primary free parameters for the EC pattern generation. Some other LC material
parameters are the relaxation constant g = 0.04 and the thermal
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
velocity in each degree of freedom vth;s ¼ kB T=mi ¼ 0:3ds=dt,
where s A (x,y,z,y) and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

4 Results
4.1

Phase transition

We study EC pattern formation in the voltage-frequency phasediagram. When applying an electric field to the cell in the
x-direction (see Fig. 1), for fixed AC frequency and gradually
increasing voltage, one can use polarized light to observe a
phase transition from planar transmittance to inhomogeneous
transmittance (Williams state).2,21 Further increasing the driving
voltage, the stripped transmittance patterns evolve into oblique
or connected rolls called the turbulent state, also called the
dynamic Williams state.10
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding simulation results, as a
function of voltage drop per cell (dV = Exds) and driving
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Fig. 2 Phase diagram of negative LCs without free charge carriers. AC
frequency and voltage are normalized by time step and alignment strength
(see (3)). Blue, green and red dots correspond to planar, Williams and
chaotic domains, respectively.

frequency. In contrast to the experiment, however, the LC does
not contain free charge carriers. The threshold for EC found
here (the lower boundary between planar and Williams
domains) is generated by only the dielectric anisotropy, this
is diﬀerent from the conventional EC for which the threshold is
a result of both dielectric anisotropy and ionic conduction.
In the figure blue, green and red dots indicate the parameter
spaces where planar, Williams and chaotic states are found,
respectively. For each dot 5 independent simulation runs were
performed, in order to avoid bias due to initial conditions.
From the simulation results, we clearly recover the three phases
known from experiments, well separated by rather sharp phase
boundaries. Close to these boundaries, the 5 independent
runs did not reveal identical behavior indicated by the corresponding transition color.
In close relation to the experimental results22 and theoretical
results10 obtained for LCs with free charge carriers, for low
voltage we find unperturbed planar LC directors (blue dots). For
increasing voltage, the system transits to the regime of striped
Williams patterns (green dots) and eventually chaotic behavior
(red dots) could be recognized from patched low transmittance
areas. Also in agreement with experiments and theory, the
transition voltage between the phases increases with increasing
driving frequency. The phase transition from the planar to
stationary Williams domain is similar to Rayleigh–Bénard convection
in viscous fluids, which is a first-order type that the phase transition
has a sharp dependence on driving force.8,23
4.2

Divergence of driving field threshold

One of the characteristics of EC instability is the divergence of
the electric field strength, when the electrical conductivity
anisotropy approaches zero. Similarly we have observed a similar
threshold divergence of the driving electric field, but as a function
of dielectric anisotropy.
From the simplified Ericksen–Leslie model we used, the
dielectric anisotropy ea and the square of electric field strength
Ex2 are inversely proportional to each other, i.e.
eaEext2 = A.

(5)

where A is a constant measured from the simulations.
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Fig. 3 The threshold electric fields, for phase transition from the planar to
Williams domain, are plotted as a function of dielectric anisotropy ea. The
red dots are from simulations, while the black line is the theoretical fit
based on our model prediction.

This relation can be understood from eqn (1), where the
electric field influence is introduced to the bulk flow via the last
term reEext. Here the bound charge re is roughly a product of
dielectric anisotropy and the applied field strength, re p eaEext.
It is seen therefore, for a fixed value of field-driving flow, the
dielectric anisotropy should be inversely proportional to the
square of field strength.
In our simulations the external field is along the x coordinate
Eext = Ex. The threshold field strength is determined by the
simulated pattern that undergoes the phase transition from
planar to Williams domains. The results shown in Fig. 3 are for
the electroconvections in the DC field limit, with the dielectric
anisotropy changes in the range ea = [0.3 9]. There the red
dots are the simulated data and the black line is the fit using
eqn (5) and the constant A obtained from ea = 8.
This threshold divergence shows that the EC phenomenon
in our simulations is a pure competition between the fielddriven flow and the fluid intrinsic viscosity. Neither the dielectric
anisotropy nor the external electric field determines the onset of
EC instability solely, but their production is the key parameter for
the phase transition threshold.
4.3

Convection and transmittance patterns
-

-

Fig. 4 shows the fields of nematic directors, d, and flow, v,
projected to the x–y plane, see Fig. 1 together with the corresponding pattern of polarized light transmittance. The luminosity of transmittance L( y,z) is defined as:
X
Lðy; zÞ ¼
jd~y ðy; zÞj2
(6)
x

which represents the field energy amount of the transmitted
light.
The obtained results for the stationary Williams regime
(Fig. 4a–c), the dynamic Williams regime Fig. 4(d–f) and the
chaotic regime Fig. 4(g–i) differ qualitatively. In the planar regime,
which is not shown here, the driving voltage is not strong enough
to generate convection patterns, fluid flow is suppressed due to the
viscosity. Therefore, the flow velocity does hardly exceed the level
of thermal fluctuations. The transmittance pattern of incident
polarized light is, hence, homogeneous up to thermal fluctuations.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

When the applied electric field reaches the transition voltage,
self-organized convection flow emerges, indicated by the v-field,
Fig. 4b. At the same time, the field of LC directors, d, reveals a
characteristic bent, Fig. 4a, that is, upwards bent directors correspond to downward flow and downwards bent directors correspond
to upward flow. The corresponding pattern of transmitted light,
Fig. 4c, shows regular stripes of distance approximately half the
system width, in agreement with experiments.22
Further increasing the driving voltage, the system transits
into the dynamic Williams regime, Fig. 4d–f. The most significant
signature of the dynamic Williams regime is the non-stationary
patterns of EC rolls,8 see Fig. 4f. The corresponding fields of
director and flow, shown in Fig. 4d and e, vary in time. In this
regime, the assumption of linearity, i.e. E = E0 + E 0 and E 0 { E0,
employed for modeling the system in the Williams regime,
Fig. 4d–f, is not justified. Therefore, for modeling the dynamic
Williams regime the full non-linearity must be considered.
At yet larger voltage, also in agreement with experiments, the
system assumes a disordered state, Fig. 4g–i, and the transmittance patterns become irregular. The same is true for the fields
of flow and director.
Albeit the macroscopic states reported in this section reveal
great similarity with phenomena found in experimental investigations of EC, supported by numerical and theoretical work,
we wish to point out that there is a major diﬀerence between
the earlier work and the results presented here: in the simulations
shown here there are no free charge carriers.
4.4

Oscillations of the EC rolls in the Williams regime

In addition to the dynamic and stationary Williams patterns,
there are also oscillatory and oblique/zig-zag EC patterns found
in experiments. Those unique features are also observed in our
simulations, but they are hiding among the other Williams
features. In the following we introduce those specific EC
features and explain their generation mechanisms.
The oscillatory EC rolls are features observed in the Williams
domain (green dots in Fig. 2). In contrast to the stationary/
dynamic Williams patterns, oscillatory EC rolls do not depend
on the driving voltage but are generated rather due to the
frequency of the AC field.
The oscillatory EC behavior can be seen in Fig. 5, as shown in
director and flow fields. The AC frequency ( fAC = 2.5  103/dt)
and electric field (Ex = 125) are used in this oscillatory case. For
the simulation of particle number density hNCii = 70 and LC
relaxation constant g = 0.04 the system relaxation time is about
Trlx C 80dt. The relaxation eﬀective frequency is equivalent to
f = 1.25  102/dt so it is a faster process comparing the oscillating
AC field. The resulting phenomenon is determined by the lower
frequency field oscillation, and the repetition of the stripped EC
patterns appear twice in one periodic sinusoidal AC field, i.e.
fEC = 2fAC

(7)

For the case shown in Fig. 5, one has TEC C 400dt and this is
clearly shown in the temporal series t = 3700–3900 in the
simulation.
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Fig. 4 Convection characterized by the fields of nematic directors and flow together with the corresponding pattern of polarized light transmittance for
the stationary Williams regime (panels a–c), the dynamic Williams regime (panels d–f), and the chaotic regime (panels g–i). The fields, d, (panels a, d and g,
see (2)) and flow, v, (panels b, e and h, see (1)) are averaged along the z axis and projected to the x–y plane, see Fig. 1. The color in panels c, f and i shows
the luminosity of transmittance, see (6). The direction of light polarization is indicated by an arrow in panel (f). The frequency is f = 5  107/dt, and the
electric fields are Ex = 75 (a–c), Ex = 150 (d–f), and Ex = 325 (g–i).

For oscillatory EC the relationship (7) holds true for all the
Williams type results, providing TEC Z Trlx. Both dynamic
Williams (zig-zag/connected) and stationary Williams (striped)
exhibit this type of oscillatory behavior, indicating that the
oscillatory is a pure eﬀect of electric field frequency when
voltage is strong enough to drive EC.
Here we make a simple scale comparison between the
simulations and experiments. Compared to the simulated
relaxation time Trlx C 80dt, a typical real relaxation time for
negative LC, from isotropic to nematic, is around Trlx C 1 ms.
Therefore our time step used in simulation is dt C 12.5 ns. The
simulation frequency f = 5  107/dt used in Fig. 4 would
correspond to f = 40 Hz in experiment. This derived value
corresponds well to the real driving frequency in experiment.

8820 | Soft Matter, 2017, 13, 8816--8823

4.5

Oblique and zig-zag EC rolls

In EC experiments with LCs with free charge carriers, in the
Williams regime (green dots in Fig. 2), for certain parameters
one observes oblique and zig-zag convection rolls.10 We
observe very similar features also in our simulations without
free charges. Fig. 6 shows corresponding snapshots of the
transmittance patterns. For the setup sketched in Fig. 1, the
preferential direction of EC rolls is along the z direction.
The direction of the observed oblique EC deviates from this
direction.
Zig-zag patterns are observed in the dynamic Williams
regime. The transmittance patterns oscillate between the
zig-zag pattern and the connected pattern that has dislocations,
as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 4.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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perpendicular to the axis. These dislocations are typical
phenomena annihilating pairwise when colliding. The same
phenomenon of dislocation dynamics is observed in EC patterns
of LCs with free charge carriers, e.g. ref. 24, which have been
explained theoretically in the weakly nonlinear limit.25

5 Driving mechanism of EC in the
absence of free charge carriers
For a small applied voltage, the directors of negative LCs tend
to align perpendicularly to the electric field, see Fig. 1. The
preferred direction of the directors in parallel to the boundary
is given by the anchoring. A small variation of the external field
would, therefore, not disturb the field of directors. The emergence
of charges in LCs can be understood from Gauss’s law,
~¼
rE

rf þ rb
e0

(8)

-

where E is the electric field, e0 is the dielectric constant in a
vacuum, rf is the density of free charges and rb is the density of
bound charges due to electric polarization of the material. A pure
nematic LC is a dielectric material, rf C 0, therefore only bound
charges due to polarization are considered.
Because K = e0/e = E/E0, the density of bound charges in (8) is
-

-

rf = r(e0E) = r(eE0),

Fig. 5 The oscillatory EC is shown here. The upper panels are the crosssection of directors and the lower panels are the corresponding flow fields.
AC frequency fAC = 2.5  103/dt and electric field Ex = 125 are used, with the
corresponding oscillation period TEC = 400dt. Panels a–c show snapshots of
the fields at times t = 3700, t = 3800, and t = 3900, respectively.

this bound charge density can be aﬀected by the applied field
and, thus, cause EC flow. In a perfectly homogeneous state, that
is, in the absence of thermal fluctuations, the spatial derivatives
vanish, thus, there is no bound charge density and consequently
an external electric field cannot drive EC.
However, as shown in our simulations EC can be obtained
nevertheless, due to bound charges generated by the external
field giving rise to a finite value of the last term of (1). Even a
small thermal fluctuation leading to a small spacial inhomogeneity of the induced charge density and, thus, a gradient of
the electric field can initiate the convection instability. Expanding
the charge density in this term in Cartesian coordinates one
obtains


~ext
re ¼ rb ¼ r  eE
¼

Fig. 6 Oblique and zig-zag EC rolls. For the zig-zag transmittance pattern
(left), the AC frequency and the external and electric field are fAC = 1.75 
103/dt and Ex = 100, respectively. The oblique pattern (right) was obtained
for fAC = 2.0  103/dt and Ex = 150.

4.6

Dynamic dislocations in EC patterns

In the dynamic Williams regime EC transmittance patterns
reveal imperfections, that is, rolls may join or split, see Fig. 7.
The dynamics of these dislocations may be classified into
two types, climbing where the dislocation propagates in the
direction of the axis of the rolls, and gliding where it propagates

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

(9)


@
Ex ðe? þ ea dx dx Þ þ Ey ea dx dy þ Ez ea dx dz
@x



@
Ex ea dy dx þ Ey e? þ ea dy dy þ Ez ea dy dz
þ
@y
þ

(10)



@
Ex ea dz dx þ Ey ea dz dy þ Ez e? þ ea dy dz :
@z

Because of thermal fluctuations, the spatial derivatives of
the directors d = {dx,dy,dx} hold non-zero values breaking the
spatial homogeneity which gives rise to a finite density of
induced charges and, thus, trigger EC. Eventually, the LC fluid
starts to flow parallel/anti-parallel to the external electric fields,
due to the electric charge re = rb (see the last term in (1)).
For increasing voltage, as described above, the regular flow
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Fig. 7 Dislocations climb (top row) and glide (bottom row) motion. The blue arrows show the directions of their motion. The direction of the
transmittance polarization, P, is also shown. Parameters: top raw: evolution of climb type, fAC = 5  104/dt, Ex = 125; bottom row: evolution of glide type,
fAC = 5  107/dt, Ex = 100.

becomes unstable and more complex structures emerge due to
a competition between the driving force and diﬀusion.

6 Conclusions
We investigated the response of a flat cell filled by nematic
liquid crystals to an external AC electric field by means of
particle based computational fluid dynamics. In contrast to the
earlier experimental, theoretical and numerical works, we consider pure liquid crystals which are dielectrics and do not
contain free charge carriers. While it was argued that free
charge carriers are essential for any kind of response of the
liquid crystals to the electrical field including several types of
self-organized structures, in our simulations we predict very
similar behavior also in the absence of free charges. In striking
similarity to previous work, for certain combinations of driving
AC frequency and field strength, we obtain electroconvection of
diﬀerent types (Williams, oscillating Williams of twice the
driving frequency and turbulent) and the corresponding phase
transitions. Also more subtle phenomena known from the
literature, such as zig-zag and oblique rolls and climb/glide
dislocation propagation, appear in our simulations.
In order to explain the driving mechanism of electroconvection
in the absence of free charge carriers, we considered the
emergence and dynamics of bound charges induced by the
external electrical field. We show that by assuming thermal
fluctuations to break the homogeneity of the system, induced
bound charges can take over the role of free charges studied so

8822 | Soft Matter, 2017, 13, 8816--8823

far and drive the convection flow including the self-organized
complex patterns observed.
Similar to the Kapustin–Williams threshold divergence for
conductivity anisotropy, we also found the threshold divergence for
dielectric anisotropy, i.e. when the dielectric anisotropy approaches
zero, the electric field strength for the planar-Williams phase
transition grows rapidly. This similarity can be understood because
both of these physical quantities respond to the external
electric field.
Although ionized molecules are frequently used to enhance
the EC behaviors, for the explanation of electroconvection in
nematic liquid crystals in an external electric field, it is not
necessary to assume free charge carriers introduced by the
charge-carrying dye or other charge-carrying contaminants.
Instead, our simulations show that bound charges induced by
the same field would be suﬃcient to explain electroconvection.
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